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PRESIDENT READS
HONORS AT CHAPEL
Speaker Stresses Future Need
for Active Rational Leaders
to Guide the Nation
LAUDS HONOR GIRLS
President William Allen Neilson of
Smith college, speaking at Honors
day, March 15. told of the place
that intellectual, rational, clear-
thinking people will have in the so-
ciety of the future.
Our ancestors, he said, members of
an ancient American tradition, formed
our government based on rational
and philosophical ideas in the belief
that this is a rational and under-
standable world. We now take for
granted the privilege of being tree
to seek truth, but in country after
country today, faith and intellecLual
freedom are being questioned.
In Germany, with the nationalistic
movement in the schools, they are
giving up reason as the means, with
truth as the goal, and freedom as
a necessary condition for attainment.
Justice is becoming political expedi-
ency, not only in Germany, but in
Italy. Spain, and countries of Eiu*ope
farther east.
We can no longer take for gi'antrd
that the world is going in the in-
tellectual way. President Neilson felt
that other countries have been driven
to Fascism by adversity, through the
tendency of the human spirit under
stress to abandon reason in panic-
stricken flight. The United States it-
self, because of adversity, is show ng
symptoms of losing its head and
abandoning the way of the intellect,
of turning to guides whose intellec-
tual capacity and honesty are un-
proved, and who sway millions of
p?ople by emotional appeal.
President Neilson held out the hope
that after the emotional intoxication,
people will come back and ask again
for rational leaders, and then it will
be the honor students who will be
called on in the return of ration-
alism.
(Continued on Page 6. Col. 2)
Miss Kelly Gives Finding
On Her Biography of Queen
As persistent in her quest as any
knight errant mighL be hi his, Miss
Amy Kelly, now head of Fiske house,
has traveled the seas over in research
on Eleanor of Aquitaine, for a book she
is to write. A part of her discoveries
she gave to Wellesley when she spoke
on the queen as a patron of the arts,
in the Art building on March 15.
Born tn 1120. Eleanor was heir to the
Dukes of Aquitaine and the Counts of
Poitou, from whom she would inherit
lands more extensive than those of
either the French or English king. Be-
thi'Othed to Louis of France, she
traveled to Paris, where she met the
scholars of the day, Abb6 Suger. Saint
Bernard. Peter the Venerable, the pope,
archbishops, and bishops. Only 27
years old, she took up the white cross
of the crusader, i-iding through Europe
to Byzantiiun. There she saw un-
believable luxury and culture. Later,
(.C07itimted on Page 5. Col. 2)
Miss Bizzoni Relates Art
To Old Historical Ravenna
students who are interested m
Ravenna, the city which, legend says,
was founded by a nephew of Noah's,
932 years before Abraham, will be
anxious to hear Miss Marie Blzzoni's
illustrated lecture, sponsored by the
Italian department, April 3, at 7:cO
p. m, in room 24 Founders.
Ravenna, on the west coast of
Italy, is one of the oldest Italian
cities and has a most interesting
history. Miss Bizzoni will concen-
trate on the three important his-
torical periods: Ravenna as the seat
of the western Roman emp're,
Raverma as the capital of the Goths,
and Ravenjia under the Byzantine
exarchs.
She will then relate its art to the
history, stressing the early Christian
period, at which time Ravenna was
the cultural and artistic center of
Europe. Ravenna is /;nown as the
city of mosaics.
She will talk also about Dante,
Theodoric, and other great personali-
ties connected with the ancient
Italian city.
Wellesley Becomes Hypochondriac
In Grip Of Fear Of German Measles
ABSURDITIES ATTRACT
IN MR. MORLEY'S POETRY
Latin Phrases, Quips Delight
Enthusiastic Audience at
Final Poet's Reading
"It's ten years since anyone asked
me to read my works of poetry,"
said Christopher Morley, as he
started to read to his capacity audi-
ence at the last of the Katharine Lee
Bates poetry readings for this year.
With him his readers traveled back
the decade and heard some of the
delightful verse which Mr. Morley has
written—about New York, about his
children, about most anything, and
more about New York. One felt
with the pathetic song of the pea-
nut roaster on Beekman street that
the poet's dream was
"The Equitable will not do,
I want the Woolworth building—."'
In his New York poems, we find
those which tell of the hubbub of
the New York subw^ay with its fas-
cinating melodrama; The Park Place
Escalator, Iota Subscript. Musings on
a Cool Retreat, and several shorter
bits which concluded with the Epi-
taph for A New Yorker (one of the
few the author knows by heart)
:
"'Patience,' said the old apostle:
'Take your eternity,' he said. . . ."
Mr. Morley introduced what amounts
(Continued on Page 3, Col 3)
Mob hysteria has descended upon the
campus in the form of German
measlomania. Stories about 90 at Yale
in the infirmary, measles at Andover,
and how the gymnasium is being
utilized at Harvard for those stricken
with the dread disease, are rife about
the campus. Numerous cases of head-
aches, eye-aches, colds, and minor
rashes have suddenly developed Into
I'm-sure-I-have-the-measles cases, and
those with measles-friends at the in-
firmary itch In anticipation of the un-
blessed event.
There are definitely two schools of
thought in the college as to the nature
of the first appearance of the measles.
Some think that the rash first appears
behind the ears and on the chest.
Others hold out strongly for the in-
side of the forearm. Frankly, though.
this reporter Is very broadminded and
would accept the appearance of the
rash in any of those places as con-
clusive evidence.
Violent arguments ensue, however, in
the dormitory and in the classroom,
as to whether the measles can be had
once, twice, or six times. One girl
with a mottled skin went up to the in-
firmary and she was advised that she
had better go home, but on no account
must she go in a public conveyance.
The girl looked baffled. "You don't
mean." she gasped incredulously, "that
German measles are catching!"
Disturbed by this lack of knowledge
as to the nature of the disease, a seri-
ous senior tacked up a long weighty ar-
ticle about the prevention and treat-
ment of the disease for the benefit of
her classmates, She is holding in re-
erve a sheaf of information about
whooping cough, typhoid fever, cere-
brospinal meningitis, and chicken pox.
Unable to penetrate to those actual
sufEerers, the reporter eagerly Inter-
viewed their acquaintances, all of
whom seemed to itch with imaginary
rashes. One student said: '-Oh, we're
all sure we've got them. A friend of
ours has them. And the trouble Is we
examined her when she thought she
was coming down with them. So we
keep a hot bath running, and we all
take turns getting in every hour or
so to see if we get a rash."
Statistics from reliable sources are
rather interesting, especially after a
week or so of hysterical rumor. The
reporter was assured by Dr, Lolzeaux
of the infirmary that there have been
only 21 cases since Christmas vaca-
tion. "And certainly," she said (and
we agree), "when you consider that
there are 1600 girls here, you could
hardly call tliat an epidemic!"
Circus Riders Thrill
Crowd With Acrobatics
Bingling Brothers' rollicking circus
was held last '^iaturday night at
McGee's riding stable amid flying
streamers, pink lemonade, hot dogs,
sawdust, and an orchestra made up
of the finest local talent to be found
around the stables.
There were daring acrobatic acts,
including a pyramid on horseback
topped by Barbara Elliot '35, who
hung from a rafter while the rest of
the pyramid rode around the ring,
and then jumped on it again.
Gabrielle Laflamme "37 ably played
the role of ringmaster, decked out
with high silk hat. swallow tails, and
a long whip.
The show started with a grand
parade of all the performers, wearing
colorful costumes of every century.
Doris Lodge '35 as Raggedy Ann pro-
vided some truly comic entertain-
ment, along with Mary Yost '3(5 as a
clown. During the bareback stunts
they slid off and on Snowball, a
white pony, merrily rolling in the
sawdust.
Those taking part in the jumping
act were Elizabeth Kruskal '38, Joe
Anne Wlthrow '37. and Patricia Ray
•38.
In, the tandem riding, Helen
Brown '35. Melva Clark '35, Margaret
Kohn '36, and Antoinette (Texas)
Sharp '35. each had two horses to
guide.




who for many years taught French at
Wellesley. and Is now a member of the
French department at Barnard college
and at Columbia university, New York,
will give a lecture April 8, at 7:30 p. m.,
in Alumnae hall. Her subject is
L'Ecole realisle du dix-neuvi^me siecle
c( ses vrais predecesseurs. Illustrated
by about fifty slides taken from early
nineteenth century prints.
Mademoiselle Mespoulet will be re-
membered as a brilliant and stimulat-
ing teacher, and the college is glad to
welcome her back.
Debaters Argue With Yale
For Policy Of Nationalism
In a joint debate between Yale
and Wellesley last Saturday. Wellesley
argued the affirmative of the resolution
that the United States adopt a policy
of economic nationalism. Betty Geismer
'35 and Mary Ann Dllley '37 repre-
sented constructive speaker and lawyer
respectively for Wellesley, while Walter
L. Pforzheimer and Ralph S. Brown
represented the same for Yale.
Miss Geismer outlined the tlu-ee
main points of the affirmative. First,
in view of world conditions since the
war it can be seen that international-
ism has failed. Secondly, national
planning is the solution, but can only
be carried out if the nation exists as a
closed unit, independent of the fluctu-
ating standards involved in inter-
nationalism. Production may then be
regulated, prices adapted to domestic
problems, unemployment ended, and
wages kept up by more restricted im-
migration. Her third point was the
fact that this country, with its varied
(Continued on Page 6. Col. 4)
Maison Crawford Presents
Puppets In French Program
The Alliance Francaise met on Fri-
day, March 16, and were entertained
by the members of the French house,
The program was divided into three
parts, and was followed by informal
singing and refresimients.
A Punch and Judy show, a parody of
Moliere's Bourgeois Gentilhomme, was
the first presentation. The five marion-
ette cliaracters were controlled, and
had their lines spoken by girls from
the French house.
The second number on the program
was a series of Chinese shadow pic-
tures. A sheet was hung over the
stage and lighted by a spotlight from
behind. The pictures were accom-
panied by the singing of "Au Claire de
la Lune," and the shadows were those
of Pierrot, Lebin, and a neighbor.
An amusing song, directed by Sally
Johlin, concluded the prc^ram. The
song related the stoi-y of a young man
who had won a medal and thought that
he was going to become a general.




Minor Officers Will Assume
Duties of Organizations
After Spring Vacation
CLASS OF '35 PASSES
Announcement of the results of the
election of minor officers of college
student organizations took place
Tuesday, March 19. at 4:40 p. m., on
the steps of Green hall, amid the
cheers and songs of the assembled
students. The new officere as an-
nounced are:
Priscilla Metcalf
Senior vice-president of C. G.
Nancy Jane Miller
Junior vice-president of C. G.
Carolyn Parker Treasurer of c. G.
Marie-Luise Hiiu-ichs
CorrespoTiding secretary of C. G.
Katherine Forsyth
Recording secretary of C. G.
Betsey Anderson
Senior member of Superior Court
Marjorie Quigley
Junior member of Superior Court
Catherine Parker
Sophomore member of Superior Court
Helen Whiting Fire Chief
Nancy Mellor
Senior vice-president of C. A.
Margaret McAdam
Junior vice-president of C. A.
Frajices McGarry Secretary of C. A.
Miriam Swaffield Treasurer of C. A.
Sara Stewart
Senior vice-president of A. A.
Mary Redman
Junior vice-president of A. A.
Eleanor Crosby Treasurer of A. A.
Mary Ganoe Secretary of A. A.
Gwendolyn Wilder Custodian of A. A.
Janet Pratt Vice-president of Barn
Virginia Spongier Secretary of Bam
Margaret Sidney Eaton
Editor-in-Chief of Wellesley Review





Piiyllls Baker, Cliairman Severance
(Continued on Page 2, Cot. 3)
Professor Admits Revolutionary
Plan: Abolition Of Last Classes
Straining with overpacked bags,
dashing through corridors on cUcking
heels, last-jninute jamming-on of
hats, eyes roving incessantly to wrist-
watches as professors callously drone
on. preparing for the last, mad leap to
the door—they're off! Vacation once
more, and with it, students departing
in swarms. In the excited attendance
of classes which may not be cut as
each vacation period comes around,
amid the frantic rush of those last
moments, the flurry of hasty fare-
wells, the Herculean feat of lugging
luggage, the making of trains by split
seconds—what do our worthy profes-
sors think?
At last the depths of their emo-
tions have been plumbed, and the
reactions of thos? who, calm and col-
lected, carry on, and go through the
necessary routine of the whole day
until the last taxi-load of girls and
baggage has been deposited on trains
bound north, east, west, and south
have been uncovered.
Professor Thomas Procter, of the
Philosophy department, looked the
reporter unflinchingly In the eye and
said, "My reaction to last classes!
Haven't you heard?"
"No," replied the student breath-
lessly, feelhig, no doubt, that she was
on the threshold of a tremendous dis-
covery. Little did she reck how all
her illusions about Philosophy as a
rational way of viewing life were to
crumble before the onslaught of the
professor's next words.
"Being cjuite as bored as the stu-
dents with these classes," Professor
Procter continued, "I have at last
founded a Society for the Abolition of
All Last Classes."
Still staring blankly, the reporter
turned away, muttering . . . "all
last classes . . . but . . " At this
moment, she chanced to run into
Ml'. Haroutunian, of the Biblical his-
tory department, and seizing the op-
portunity {not, incidentally, by the
forelock), she blurted out her ques-
tion.
"Last classes!" Mr. Haroutmiian
breathed, a look of indescribable hor-
ror suffusing his face, and his hand
involuntarily going up to his hair
(she guessed he wanted to tear said
hair, but the dignified atmosphere of
Green hall proved too much for him).
After a few hieffectual attempts to
apeak, Mr. Haroutunian admitted
cautiously that what he had to say
on the subject was "invariably un-
printable," and then quickly fled from




Announce New Heads of Sports
Individual Awards, Varsity
Teams and Substitutes
The department of Physical Edu-
cation presented a demonstration of
indoor activities on March 14, in
Mary Hemenway hall. Members of
the various classes entered the gym-
nasium In a colorful and dignified
grand march wliich was attended by
appreciative applause from the very
large audience. It is the first year
that the meet has been purely a
non-competitive demonstration. The
series of events was as follows:
1. Grand March
2. Intermediate marching and
gymnastics
3. Modern dance
4. Elementary tap dancing
5. Fencing
6. Folk dancing
7. Advanced modern dance
8. Advanced marching and gym-
nastics
9. Apparatus
10. Advanced tap dancing
Individual awards for marked pro-





















































The winning team in intramural
competition was Tower Court, 25
points, with the Quadrangle second
with 15 points.






















(Continued on Page 3, Col. 4)
Professor Condemns Long,
Coughlin—Radio Demigods
Declaring that he would not be sur-
prised if the United States should
have a dictatorship, and that it
seemed mainly a question of who
should be our dictator, Mr. Joseph
G. Haroutunian of the Biblical his-
tory department turned to a consid-
eration of the significance of the con-
troversy between Huey Long and
Father Coughlin.
"Both of these men represent the
failure of the NRA and other pro-
cesses by which we seek to establish
common justice," he declared, "and
there will be no end until we do get
security." Mr. Haroutunian insisted
that we should take more note of this
"noisy phenomenon" and realize the
distress out at which it springs.
Long's proposals for a $5,000 income
per family plus security are the more
appealing to the mass of people be-
cause of the good results in Louisiana
where he is virtual dictator. Mr.
Haroutunian expressed himself as far
more willing to see a nice American
dictator like Franklin Delano Roose-
velt in power than a replica of Hitler
or Mussolini. His sincere hope is that
the President ^vill cease trying to satis-
fy both ends and the middle and
make up his mind to a course of ac-
tion which will silence the "demi-
gods" of the radio.
Z. A.'s Drama Study Results
In Enactment Of 'Hay Fever'
Z. A. society's annual semi-open
meeting, to be held at Alumnae hall
on Saturday evening, April 13, will
consist of the presentation of Noel
Coward's Hay Fever. The play, chosen
as representative of the society's proj-
ect study of modern drama, is a de-
lightful comedy of the trials and
dilemmas of a family of eccentric
artists and their erratic guests.
The cast as announced will be:
Sorell Bliss Eleanor Smith '35
Simon Bliss Micaela Phelan '35
Judith Bliss . Elizabeth Hackstaff '35
David Bliss ... Margaret Connors '35
Sandy Tyrell Helen Seeley '36




Jackie Coryton Winifred Fox '36
Clara, the maid Virginia Tate '36
The program meeting scheduled for
April 6 will be utilized for rehearsing
purposes. Tickets for the final pre-
sentation will be sold at the ticket
booth in Green hall on April 11 and 12
from 8 to 12 a. m., or may be obtained
from members of the society.
'ONE PICTURE' EXHIBIT OPENS
The second In the series of "One
Picture Exhibitions" of paintlKgs lent
by the Museimi of Modern Art in New
York will be on view In the gallery
of the Famsworth museum from April
4 to 13.
It will be the Portrait of Mme.
Cezanne, by Paul Cezanne, from the
Adolph Lewlsohn collection. This
portrait is one of the finest in a
famous series of portraits painted in
the late 1880's.
John Hay Whitney, chairman of the
Museum of Modern Art's extension
committee, the other members of
which are Mrs. John D. Rockefeller.
Jr., Mrs. Charles H. Sabln. and Paul J.
Sachs, formed a committee to send
three important original oil paintings
by Renoir, Cezanne and Gaugln to
colleges and universities throughout
the United States.
CHARDON PLAYS BEETHOVEN
The Wellesley department of music
announces a faculty recital by Pi'o-
fessor Yves Chardon, violoncellist, at
Billings hall, Sunday afternoon, April
7, at 4 p. m.
Professor Chardon will play Bee-
thoven's Sonata No. 1. in F major.
Opus 5, No. 1; Sonata No. 5. in D
major. Opus 102, No. 1; and Sonata
No, 3, in A viajor. Opus 69.
He will be accompanied by Pro-
fessor Howard Hinners.
CURRENT EVENTS
There has been much unrest in
Europe this past week. Early in the
week In France a bill submitted to
the Chamber of Deputies provided for
the building of two 35,000-ton battle-
ships. The measure seems to indicate
that the Washington limitation treaty
will be dead by 1936, France also
voted to Increase the term of military
service and to lower the recruiting age
from 21 to 20.
In Russia, the government issued
a notice that if Great Britain favored
Germany's plans of aggression, the
Soviet government would increase
"defensive measures."
But the blow came when Germany,
talking of peaceful intent, openly de-
fied the Versailles treaty by an-
nouncing the immediate relnstitution
of military conscription. The new
army Is to be composed of 324.000
men. exclusive of air or naval forces.
Moreover, the new army will be sup-
plied with all modem equipment.
France, alarmed, started consulting
with other nations who had signed
the Versailles treaty. Great Britain,
too, has provided for a consultation
of the Important cabinet members.
The League of Nations regards Ger-
many's move as sensational, and ex-
pects it to hasten Eui'opean alli-
ances.
In Washington, President Roosevelt
in a message to Congress, advocated
the elimination of utility holding
companies, declaring that such com-
panies have built up "a private so-
ciaUsm of concentrated power." Hold-
ing companies, he declared, had failed
because they tried to combine the
functions of investing agencies and
management enterprises, The senate,
In response, voted a federal trade
commission investigation of the al-
leged nation-wide propaganda of
utility concerns against the adminis-
tration.
Institute Offers Courses
To Many Students In Spain
Many of us dream of spending our
junior year abroad, and the lucky
few who find themselves answering
this coll of the unknown and actu-
ally studying in Spain, live at the
International Institute to which the
Service Fund contributes. This Insti-
tute is supplementary to the Univer-
sity of Madrid and other institutions of
higher learning which have not as yet
succumbed to modern theories of edu-
cation and curricula.
It is at the International Insti-
tute that women work together in
chemistry and physics laboratories.
Here they are offered gymnastic
training which might be somewhat
reminiscent to our exchange students
of hours spent at Hemenway. New
courses in English are presented, and
the latest Innovation is a library
course which has no eiuM in Spain.
Besides cla-^sroom work, actual ex-
perience is found in the cataloguing
of several chaotic libraries in Madrid.
The students who take this course are
all graduates of a university.
Since in Spain, only the govern-
ment can give degrees, courses are
required in addition to these com-
paratively familiar ones, science, his-
tory, and literature. Arabic, Hebrew,
and Sanskirt are also required, and
what seems to an American mind still
more difficult, oral examinations be-
fore an audience of some two hundred
intellectual satellites are necessary to
obtain a degree. But many of them
seem to pass brilliantly, and they
leave the Institute wel prepared for
the "wide wide world."
CLASSES HAIL NEW
HOUSE PRESIDENTS






Gwendolyn Pratt . Cazenove
CAPS AND FROWNS
New yorfc-(/P)—"One of the chief
reasons for the failure of education is
Its emphasis on false values, its em-
phasis on marks, courses, entrance re-
quirements, and the like." said Stand-
wood Cobb, foimder of the Progressive
Education association. In a recent ad-
dress in New York.
"Mechanically," he said, "our edu-
cational system is superb. It Is de-
signed to shunt a vast number of
children and youths, some 30,000,000 In
all, through a given number of text-
books In a given number of years. But
the more mechanically perfect a school
Is, the worse It may be in regard to
real education.
"The most important part of a
child's education is to teach it the
ability to think for one's self. The
memorizing and reciting of much text-
book material leaves little time for
thinking, even when the student has
the Inclination."
• • •
Cavibridge, Mass.— (IP)—^The divi-
sion of meteorology at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Teclinology has de-
signed a gadget for the panel boards of
airplanes which will tell the pilot in-
stantly whether the air he is flying
through is muggy, keen, scratching, or
frosty.
• • •
Los Angeles— (IP)—^Two freshmen
at the University of California at Los
Angeles were sent to a hospital last
week suffering from silver nitrate
bums received in a fraternity initia-
tion.
Police who were called to the fra-
ternity house said they found the
initiates' arms encased in plaster of
parls casts holding their arms in out-
stretched position. They had to break
the casts, they said.
• • a
Albany. N. Y.—(IP)—The bill to re-
quire students at publicly operated
schools and colleges in this state to
take an oath of allegiance was passed
last week by the New York Senate 34
to 10.
The bill had been opposed by a dele-
gation of 85 women from Vassar col-
lege.
One of the arguments against the
bill was that it would prevent the In-
terchange of students with foreign uni-
versities, whose delegates would not
wish to take an oath of loyalty to the
United States. This may bring Gov-
ernor Lehman to veto the bill.
• • •
Oberlin, O.—(fP>—As Columbia Uni-
versity students announced two weeks
ago plans for calling a one-hour strike
of all college students on April 12 as
a protest against war, students at
Oberlin College played host to a peace
conference, at which the principal
speaker was Senator Gerald P. Nye.
chah-man of the United States Senate
munitions investigating committee.
He charged that the United States
is spending more for war preparations
today than at any other time sines
1913. He attacked the munitions
makers as "international racketeers."
"These international racketeers bribe
public officials, share profits from their
business, divide the world into terri-
tories among themselves, maintain
lobbies, and help to prolong strife for
their own profit," he told the students.
"Our government assists these
racketeers in the sale of American-
made war machinery all over the
world, and our navy is often made a
salesman's sample case for these
makers of aiinament."
As means of securing peace. Senator
Nye proposed creation of a secretary
of peace, a 99 per cent income tax on
all Incomes in excess of $10,000 In time
of war. strong regulation of private
munition Industries or nationalization
of war resources and elimination of
all the profits of war.
• • •
Ellensburg. Wasft.—(/P)—Speaking





211 RucSt. Honorp & 202 Rue de Rlvoli
Opposite Tuilerics Gnrdcns.
300 Rooms, 150 Bathrooms,
Telephone in every room.
Very (luipt and peaceful rooms
all round private inside tntrdcn.
SINGLE ROOMS FROM 20 FRANCS
DOUBLE ROOMS FROM 30 FRANCS
Lunch 20 tta.; Li^ht lunch, 15 frs.
Dinner, 23 francs.
Pension terms from 60 francs.
A. LERCHE, Manager
Cable Addreaa: Jnmulbnny 111 Paris,
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
DENTISTS
Wellesley Square Phone 1900
WARNING!
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Residential Summer School
<co-educational) in the
heart of French Canada.
Old Country French staff.






Fee 5150, Board and Tuition. June 27-
AuB. 1. Writ« tor circular to SecrelJiry,
Residential French Summer School.
McGILL UNIVERSITY
MONTREAL, CANADA
TAKE A BOOK ALONG!
No matter where you are going
you will be the happier for hav-








SKI-BOOTS are as much a
part of the game as skis. Any-
old-shoe won't do. Bass Ski-
Boots ai'e designed by experts
.
. . reinforced where the strain
comes. Made of finest top-qual-
ity leathers. Comfortable. Water-
shedding. They're a natural for
campus-wear too. You can buy
Bass Ski-Boots in town. Look
into it! G. H. Bass & Company,
Wilton, Maine.
E. A. DAVIS & CO.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
OVERHEARD during Mr. Morley's
reading:
One freshman, turning to her friend,
wliispered in a bewildered tone,
"What's a leprechaun?"
Her friend, equally baffled, an-
swered, "/ always thought it was a kind
of dictionary."
• • •
A professor of English literature wa3ending the class discussion by
reading Keats' Ode to a Nightingale.




" she read, when, appro-
priately enough, the 11:30 bell rang,
tolling her students not back to their
sole selves but onward to their 11:40
classes.
• • «
THE arrival of the season for Thrift
shop collections reminds Perry of
a classic bit of professorial repartee.
It seems that a certain member of the
faculty has a pet charity for which she
is accustomed to collect old clothes.
As she was going the rounds of her
donnitory last year, one girl explained
her inability to contribute by saying
that she had to wear her old clothes
herself. The professor with one glance
swept her from head to foot, said pity-
ingly, "So I see!", and went on her
way.
• • *
THE other day Perry was talking to
one of the junior Durant scholars,
congratulating her on her high aca-
demic standing, when she admitted
that even the college "bilghties" have
their moments of relapse. Several
weeks ago. after carefully scanning a
letter to the opera company ordering
two seats, she sent it. Four days later
it came back with the note: "My dear
young lady, seats for what opera?"
• • •
AT the verse speaking choir recital
last Tuesday, Perry was seated be-
hind two dear old ladies from Beacon
Hill. They were talking very know-
ingly about Wellesley and its activities,
and each time there was a solo part
given by a certain student one of the
ladies would whisper, "There, that is
Miss de Banke, isn't it?" and the other
would whisper back, "Yes. that is she."
Perry would like to remind you that
Miss d^ Banke did not appear on the
stage.
* •
PERRY has always admired Hatha-
way's cordial invitation to "come
and browse," wondering at the same
time if there wasn't a hitch some-
where. There is. he's discovered. A
sophomore friend of his was browsing
through the new Ogden Nash volume
last week, when her browsing became
so audible that she was asked, gently
but firmly, to stop laughing or leave
the shop.
Suggested addendum to Hathaway's
invitation: "Come and browse in a low
tone of voice."
• • •
HATHAWAY House was the scene
of still another girl's embarrass-
ment last week. In a great hurry, she
dropped into the shop one afternoon to
buy a text-book. So great was her
hurry, and so urgent her need for the
text-book, that when a salesgirl asked
if she had come to see Christopher
Morley, she replied (perhaps over-
emphatically). "No!" She was not a
little confused to hear, following closely
upon her exclamation, a masculine
chuckle and a significant "Welir' The
witness to the scene was none other
than Mr. Morley himself.
• • •
IWIEMBERS of the English com-
IVl position department have shown
a decided talent for logic recently.
One professor addressed her class
tfius. "As the curtain rises, thert is
a dinner party in progress. An empty
chair faces the audience. It is va-
cant. Naturally an empty chair
would be vacant if there were no
one sitting In it."
• • •
PERRY does not usually brag about
his association with the Intelli-
gentsia, but a Phi Bete friend is more
than he can keep to himself. He Is,
however, beginning to look askance at
the standards of that worthy society.
His dubiousness started on Honors Day
when one of the honored notables,
writing the glad news liome. asked an-
other untouchable. "How do you spell
Kappa?"
• • «
FAR be it from Perry to detract from
the respect due a retiring officer.
Her laudable caution, undoubtedly de-
veloped in office, makes her keep her
finger on the stop button when she
rides in an elevator so that, in case
the elevator should start to fall, she
can stop it immediately.
• « •
THE holding of ofBce fosters ad-
mirable Qualities. The same officer,
realizing that her classmates would
march in the procession on Honors
Day. displayed her foresightedness, and
asked a friend to go early with her, to
obtain front seats.
• • •
PERRY was sceptical when he heard
that a freshman had attended
classes for an entire semester without
knowing her instructor's name, but he
is now willing to credit all such stories.
He heard, with his own ears, a junior
in the literature suiTey course, when
asked if she had come to Milton yet,
reply. "No. We're only on Paradise
Lost."
• • *




bers of the English composition de-
partment are fully justified. After
hearing that a freshman drank a bottle
of perfume. Miss Prentiss remarked,
"Now Perry should get on the scent."
• * •
PERRY has always heard that spit Is
a horrid word, and especially at
the end of a cigar. At the bottom of a
chemistry test tube it seems to pass
muster. One young scientist came
home from a class the other day and
said, "I have just spat for an liour."
• «
THE music student who has written
Voltaire for Walther in her notes
on Die Meistersinger cannot imagine
what the eighteenth century sceptic is
doing in an opera. Oh! the pitfalls of
language, sighs Perry, as he determines
to become a polyglot.
• • •
PERRY thought that affairs had
come to a pretty pass when stu-
dents taking a psych test for the asso-
ciation of Ideas could think only of
"handsome—tall—dark—roadster—fast"
and were continually stumped by
"Yale." He is sure, however, that
spring and wanderlust are in the air.
When asked in hygiene class where the





{Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
the clutches of the reporter.
Miss Elizabeth Donnan, professor
of economics, on being asked her Im-
preision of the last class before va-
cation, said blandly that since she
was not a humorist, but a sober real-
ist, her one undeniable Impression is
that she much prefers "the last day to
come before the last day"! But she
added fervently, "I am thankful that
my last class is a senior class con-
spicuous for its self-control and ap-
pearance of interest."
But what is the reaction of taxi-
drivers on that eventful day of fare-
well to studies when they drive us
pell-mell into the seats of waiting
trains? According to "Victor" of the
College Taxi company. It is with a
bitter tear in eye and sob in throat
that they wave us sad adieu; for he
says. "We don't do anything until you
come back. We just sit around and
wait for the trains bringing the col-
lege girls back. In fact," he added
with a thoughtful frown, "we hate
to see you go!"
LATIN CLASS PRESENTS COMEDY
The Meiiaichmi by Plautus, a
comedy concerning the mixed iden-
tity of two twins, was presented in
English by Miss Dorothy Robathan's
comedy class at a meeting of the
Classical club, Monday evening, March
18. It is upon this comedy that
Shakespeare's Comedy of Errors was
based.
The cast consisted of:
Twin brothers
Pi-lsclUa Donnell '36, Virginia
Catharine '36
Slave, Messanio Pauline Gunsser '36
Parasite, Peniculus Helen Whiting '36
Medicus Helen Whiting '36
Matrona Elizabeth Hurst '26
Courtezan, Erotium
Eleanor Trezevant '36
Father, Senex Eleanor Trezevant '36
MR. MORLEY READS
FROM EARLY POEMS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
to his love poetry by apologizing for
his attempts, but saying that he felt
it was necessai-y for every poet to
write and, of course, to read some.
In this category comes the one in
which the author refuses to immor-
talize his beloved, believing it better
that any youth should find her as
she is. Another starts out as a la-
ment with a reference to Much Ado
about Nothing, and ends thus:
"I throbbed with you
O sorely stricken tooth . . ."
Probably the three most delightful
poems of the reading were those about
children.—one Of A Child that Had
Fever, and two about his own chil-
dren. Of the latter, one commemo-
rates the first birthday of his little
girl—now grown and about ready to
come to college, the other, The Music
Box. teUs of his small son's waking
in the middle of the night and play-
ing the music box to while away the
black hours until dawn. Another in
this group of serious poems is that
which the poet dedicated as he read
to Katharine Lee Rates, whom he re-
veres: it is To an Old-fashioned Poet
and is a fitting memorial to the be-
loved professor who has made these
readings possible.
The only sonnet sequence which
Mr. Morley has attempted ended
alas! at the thirteenth sonnet be-
cause, explained the author, the
thought ended there.. This was the
Phi Beta Kappa poem for one of the
meetings of the Harvard chapter.
In it he exhorts the young scholars
"to put their trust in poets."
Reverting to his lighter mood of
more flippant poetry, Christopher
Morley proceeds to explain the uni-
versal—one of the functions of every
poet worthy of the name. His clas-
sic example follows:
"This is all we ever say
Ego, mei, viihi, rne—
"
The author explained that Latin rimes
come together most easily, and for that
reason he has been quite fond of them.
Mr. Morley's quotation from the
Park Place Escalator seems a fitting
close:
"The actual burns and glows;
Even absurdity's the work of art."
GYM MEET ATTRACTS
A LARGE AUDIENCE






Edna Dempewolff "36—New Head
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Harper Method Gradaat«s
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» COLLEGE women Rnd tlinl llio
Elccullvc-Srcrplarlal coario at
llio Katharine Glbbs Schoola
U an cKcclIcnl iiolullon to the
problem of "What lo du nfti-r ml-
lc|i;i>." Hundreds of younii womrn
trilh college bockBronnd plus
KolharinD Clbbs tralninK havu
prosTcaicd to lucrative, rtiiponsl-
ble potilions. There Is d censtaiit
demand for Katharine Clbbi urod-
uales by leading huaineBi house*.
You may beein your bmlncai
IralnlnK July 8. al ellber Doston
or Nevr York. In riKhl nionlhs you
will be ready for a pniltlnn. Or
yon may alort the same 8-munlh
course Scplemhrr 21. Write Co|.
lege Course Secretary far cataloK,
Al*o couripi for hich tchool and
preparatory lehoot eraduatpt.
DOSTON 90 IHarlboroush Slrcct
NEW YORK 217 Park Avenua
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'^^^f COURSES »
Cast yourself into this merry whirl
of Sports and Social Affairs
for a typical PINEHURST vacation
Here's your Spring Vacation
coming right at you—make it
"the top". Down here at Pine-
hurst we've arranged a Special
Program of Sports and Social
Events—golf, tennis, horseback
riding, gymkhana events,
dances, bridge, tea, etc. — for
university students, to make
sure that your spring vacation
will mean the most wonderful
time of all. You'll be so happily
busy that you will haveundis-
putafale material for a thesis on
"The Art of Enjoying Life to
the Utmost". North-South
Amateur GolfTournament be-
gins April 1st. Moderate rates.
Overnight from New "Vork.
Through, air-conditioned sleep-
ers leave N. Y., Penna. Sta.
6:45 P. M. daily. For infor-
mation or reservations write
GeneralOffice, Pinehurst, N.C.
NORTH CAROLINA
AMERICA'S PREMIER WINTER RESORT
AMERICA'S SMOOTHBST CIGARETTE
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Farewell To Arms
As we sit for the last time at our
beloved desk in the "Dugout" and set
ourselves to writing our last editorial,
this same period a year ago is forcibly
recalled lo mind. It is not without a
blush that we remember the cocky as-
surance \vith which we went into
office, the confidence with which we
set forth our aims, and the high hopes
we had of their achievement.
We set out to make the Nrws a truer
expression of student opinion and stu-
dent activities than we felt it had been
in previous years; we tried to make it
broader in its editorial outlook, livelier
and more stimulating to read; we
hoped that we could not only follow
but lead new movements and new
trends.
How far we have succeeded in our
aims, only our readers may judge; but
we realize with a pang how far short
we fell of the standards which we set
for ourselves. We have tried to range
ourselves behind those two highest
journalistic principles: accuracy and
fair play; but we have not always
been able to avoid error, nor have we
always seen justice done within the
college. For these and all our other
shortcomings we are sincerely sorry,
and only wish it were still not too late
to mend our ways.
But for all our mistakes, this year
has meant a great deal to all of us on
the board, and especially to the seniors
who have guided the paper on its way.
There is a certain indefinable spirit
which invades every member of the
staff and permeates the haunts of
Adonais and Perry; a kind of per-
petual zest and inky glamour which is
the inmost essence of the News. We
who are leaving will find it very dif-
ficult to accustom ourselves to a
quieter life, no longer full of clacking
typewriters and a phone always ring-
ing; we will miss the rush to battle,
brandishing our familiar editorial pen.
But we would feel much more
gloomy about our departure from the
journalistic scene were we not so con-
fident in the ability of the new board.
We have watched them thiough three
years of faithful apprenticeship on
News, and know that the college will
not find them wanting. May they go
on to broader outlooks and higher
standards than we have ever been able
to maintain.
A Word On Prom
Alcoholic exuberance, if it must be
relegated to any place besides the
limbo, should be banished to extreme-
ly private places. It is distinctly out
of place at a college function, as we
hardly need point out.
UntU Senior Prom. It appeared that
those students In the college who do
drink had learned how to drink like
civilized people. It was most disap-
pointing to find that this is not en-
tirely true. More seniors, alas, than
those who recently received the atten-
tion of the court, were frolicking at
Prom when they should have been
home with wet towels around their
heads.
Although in some cases there were
extenuating circumstances, and some
of the disturbing rumors which went
rumbling throughout the college were
entirely unfounded, we nevertheless
consider that the fact that suspicions
of drunkenness arose at all is a dis-
grace to the class and to the college.
The court was fairly lenient with
the offenders it happened to catch,
and managed to avoid what might
iiave been a most unpleasant situa-
tion. We cannot condone what hap-
pened, but we feel that it is very
fortimate that nothing more was
made of it. College Government has
been very liberal and broadmlnded
in its attitude towai'd the di'inking
question this year, and its decision
not to make any legislation on the
matter is an intelligent one. We trust
that the incidents at Prom were no
more than the results of thoughtless-
ness, and pray that C. G. will not
change its policy because of them.
Why Not
All Year?
As the time approaches
for seniors to make ar-
rangements about their
automobiles, we wonder
why they are not allowed to have
them all year. Surely when we have
arrived at the exalted position of sen-
iors we have acquired a certain
amount of common sense and should
know how and when to use cars.
Being restricted to the few weeks af-
ter spring vacation, we are naturally
tempted to enjoy them to the full
at a time when we should be entire-
ly engrossed In studying for our gen-
erals. If our parents are willing that
we should have them, why Isn't the
administration?
FREE PRESS COLUMN
.41/ con(ribuHons for this colutnn
must be signed witJi the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the editors bp 11 a.m. on
Monday.
I. R. C. TAKE NOTICE
To the Wellesley College News:
May I be permitted to agree with
1936 of last week's Free Press in her
criticism of the haphazard manage-
ment and indifferent spirit of the
members of the International Rela-
tions club? Through this freshman's
eyes the club has fine possibilities
which are disregarded to the greatest
extent. It has the opi»rtunity to cover
a field of interest that includes poli-
tics, industry, art, and science; it can
draw from a range of wonderful lec-
turers; it finds on all sides a vast
group of undergraduates ready to be
Interested in just such subjects and
speakers if properly presented.
Yet what noteworthy effort is the
I, R. C. attempting to make its pos-
sibilities realities? It neglects to cover
any field within its range save poli-
tics, and on rare occasions. Industry.
It secm-es fine speakers, tlien does not
take full advantage of what they offer.
It attracts only a few students—bare-
ly any freshmen. Does not this club
realize Its inadequacy? Does it not
look about for a better program, a
more successful way to achieve its
rather vague goal? Why not a bright-
er goal?
I would suggest that pamphlets con-
cerning the subject of the next dis-
cussion, or at least a list of refer-
ences to be read in the library, be
handed out at meetings—this in order
to precipitate debate by adding to
knowledge. I would suggest that re-
ports be made of the activities of the
club to Its members. I ask if there is
not a constant amount of active serv-
ice to be done for the club in which
many, even freshmen, could help. I
feel that If the older members of the
club were fired by a true desire to
do something worth while, rather than
just think about things worth while,
and would attempt to attract others
to the same good aim, the I. R. 0.




To the Wellesley College News:
For several months the students
have been deprived of the most plea-
surable of their intellectual pur-
suits—browsing in the Brooks Room.
This public punishment affects the
entire college, depriving members of
all classes of frequent hours of re-
laxation sandwiched between the
everlasting round of classes. It was
a delight to refresh routine-wearied
minds with the air of serenity which
permeated this literai-y oasis.
Why should the community at large
suffer for the misdemeanor of a
single student? And are the libra-
rians certain that a member of the
college is guilty? It would indeed be
pathetic if all went without the
privilege of the Brooks Room for an
act of a non-resident.
The Brooks Room has been closed
for some months now. What good
has the deprivation done? It has
made us library-conscious, yes, but
the missing books are still far from
theli- shelves. In this case it seems
permissible to ask. "Does the punish-
ment fit the crime?"
1936
DISINTERESTED?
To the Wellesley College News:
On the whole I am not inclined
to agree with the writer of last week's
free press article concerning the last
Forum meeting. She objects to the
haphazard way in which the meeting
was conducted and credits the lack
of interest in clubs at Wellesley to
the inefficient way in which they
are carried out.
To me It seems that the case Is
just the opposite of this. The Forum
a year or so ago was a live organ-
ization in Wellesley—everyone was in-
terested in its presidential campaigns
in 1932-33, its peace parades and
demonstration last year, but this year
a decided lack of enthusiasm has
been evident. How can the meetings
be otherwise than haphazard if the
interest shown in them is haphazard
and sparmcdic? How can there be
a spirited election when there is but
one logical candidate for an ofQce?
How can there be orderly and well-
conducted meetings if people refuse
to come and display enough inter-
est in what the speaker has to say
to arrive on time?
1936
Excerpts from the bulletin of the Aosocia-
tion of Colleee Editors, or which the WEL-
LESLEY COLLEGE NEWS is one of the
founders.
KEEP AN EYE ON THE FACULTY
To the Wellesley College News:
Since it is a tradition that the
class of '35 does not do things by
halves, it will never do to fail the
college in the matter of Senior Aca-
demic council, The event takes place
on May 9, and we piously hope it
will be somewhat amusing.
May we urge the seniors to take
a few moments oiT from studying
for their generals during spring va-
cation to consider possible victims on
the faculty. Tryouts will be held
early In April, after a short individual
study period devoted to the delight-
ful habits and idiosyncrasies of our
professoi-s.
There will be two rehearsals at the
very most
—
just the modicum of time
you need to relax from the long
grind—so we ti'ust there will be
throngs of seniors eager to take part.
Jean Harrington '35







STAGS AND COUPLES 50c
BORAH—CONSISTENT
IN INCONSISTENCY
By Robert R. French
A publisher, a priest, an ex-cowboy
and two Senators set out to defeat
the World Court, and included in this
victorious company was William E.
Borah, of Boise, Idaho. The vote
(52-36) to keep the United States
out of foreign entanglements permitted
the Great Contradictor to utter a
fervid, "Thank God." but within a few
days he was requesting a senatorial
investigation of reUglous persecution
in Mexico.
This Inconsistency has been Borah's
consistent role for over twenty-five
years as a national figure. When one
considers that his favorite authors
are Balzac and Hawthorne, that he
believes Thomas Jefferson "the great-
est political philosopher in all the
history of the world" and Alexander
Hamilton "one of fne most powerful
intellects in the history of govern-
ments," Borah's star part Is not sur-
prising. To attempt to reconcile the
pohtical creeds of Jefferson and Ham-
ilton into a philosophy of thought
and action is, perhaps, inconsistent
from the beginning.
But Borah's nature is partly the
cause of this weakness, which is also
a virtue. Scrupulously honest—he
gave up his law and business con-
nections when he went to the Senate
—and a true independent, he follows
his own ideas, often blindly, regard-
less of their political implications. He
burns the midnight oil studying his-
tory and politics. He is the Con-
stitution's protector, and this has
made him a dangerous doctrinaire
when a loose interpretation of that
document might be best for the coun-
try as a whole. He is against bonus
payments and a high tai'lff.
On the Senate floor his oratorical
iikill is the delight of visitors and the
envy of colleagues. In debate he Is
never guilty of Invective and at times
his opposition to a bill will disclose
a weakness otherwise lost in a gen-
eral approval of the measure. Among
newspapermen he Is a favorite: for
Borah will speak on any subject, at
times with Insight, at other times to
air an opinion.
As Chairman oi the important
Foreign Flelattons Committee, he is
one of the best informed men In
Washington on European affairs, but
he has never been to Europe. He
long advocated Russian recognition,
yet he has never visited the Soviet.
He has never traveled to South
America, still he can talk authorita-
tively on Latin American problems.
A humanitarian. Borah speaks for
World Peace and has successlully re-
mained clear of any "entanglements"
with World Peace organizations.
SPRING MADRIGAL NO. 1
Sportsmen arc fond of
Angling, .
.
Small boys are fond of
Wrangling.
. .
But I'm just interested in
Sleep.
. . .
Spiders are fond of
Dangling.
. .
Doorbells are fond of
Jangling.
. .
But I'm just interested in
Sleep.
. . .
Wringers are fond of
Mangling.
. .




But I'm Just interested In
Z-z-z-z-z-z-z,
SPRING MADRIGAL NO. 2
Don't be pedantic

























My. oh my—I guess It's spring! . ,
CRIT COLUMN
I. E. SPRING MADRIGAL NO. I
There's a bit of deficiency




Your light's not worth a kilowatt.




In your blisslng, Moon. . .
Your health is
A bit too climatic. .
Your habits are
Far too erratic. .
Your size is entirely
Pneumatic. .
A bit of deficiency. . .
In your efficiency, Moon. .
You're out of mode.
.
You need a code. .
A seven day week. .
A twelve hour night
Infiatlon—
Then perhaps you might
Be right. Moon
REPARTEE
The best reply to M. I. T.,
Our Adonais thinks, would be:
It is once easy
To be breezy.
Twice to offer




Caps And Frowns ',
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 4)
at the first American Congress for
General Semantics here last week,
Professor Alfred Korzybski, Polish
count and scientist, asserted that most
people are neither sane nor insane, but
•'unsane."
Semantics is the science which treats
of the evolution of language.
"Insane persons." he said, "are ex-
amples of human mentality at Its
worst. Even Insane persons can ^3^
trained into reasonable processes of
thought, and so-called nonnal Individ',
uals can be taught to become inunune
to false ideas and propaganda as per-
sons become immune to disease
through vaccination."
Between sanity and insanity, he said,
is a middle ground "in which the
average person is attacked by preju-
dices, woiTies, fears and errors of
thought which make for maladjust-
ment and inefficiency."
• • •
(/P)_A fanner in Missouri last
week found a hen's egg with these
letters on it: "Here my word 35." Re-
ligious folk round about have taken it
as an omen and have become even
more religious.
MISS KELLY SPEAKS
ON PATRON OF ARTS
iCojitiniicd from Page 1. Col. 2)
annoyed with her husband, who was
more interested in his personal salva-
tion than in the bright world about
him. she had her marriage annulled.
She did not stay long in her palace
at Poitou, however, for she soon mar-
ried Henry Plantagenet of England.
Bold and intelligent as Louis had been
pious and cautious. Henry was genial
and tolerant of his wife's love of cul-
ture. In her urbane court were read
Geoffrey of Monmouth's History oj the
Kings oj England, the epics of the
classic world, the tales of the Arabian
Nights. The development of music
brought the discovery of discant. the
liarmonization of two melodies. The
combination of a Latin chant and a
secular song gave a stunning effect, to
the hon-or of the abb6s. who cried
that Eleanor's music "teased the soul
from its devotion." The machinery of
pious drama was an excellent vehicle
for profane themes. Castle-building
developed non-feudal palaces with
noble halls and domestic chambers,
and showed the influence of the By-
zantine.
Eleanor soon became discontented
with Henry and returned to her palace
at Poitiers, with its arcaded walls and
windows giving vistas of the river
valley and its umbrella pines.
Ladies were "furnished and adorned
as only a temple should be' and wor-
rhipped so "the doctrine of the in-
feriority of woman has never been the
same since." Music and Arthurian
legends were the order of the day
rather than the old chansons de geste.
Though the courtiers found that
"mortal love Is but the licking of honey
from thorns." they let themselves be
tamed by it.
Meanwhile HeuiT had been cam-
paigning in Ireland. When he heard
that Eleanor had couunitted his sons.
Richard and Geoffrey, plotting agahist
him. to the King of France, he re-
turned in anger and descended on
Poitou. He completely razed the
region and caught Eleanor escaping in
the guise of a man. Taking her to
England, he put her in Salisbury tower,
where, concluded Miss Kelly, we will
leave her to her privacy.
WILB AR'S
67-A Central Street
New Frenchies at $4.40
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G Days. Three days and Iwo nights in Beimuda.
Round liip, not including accom-
modations or meals during ship's ^/C
slay in Bermuda SGO, Full Ciulse V
"P Roto S75, wiUi ship your hotel In "P
Bermuda, meals included.
GC /\ D /* I /* ^° Kingston, Panamat U K \7 1 V» and Nassau
11 Days. Britain's largest motor •
—
j»
liner ... to three ol the most
^l^y^"
glamorous ports in the Caribbean. 'Wfcup
CARINTHIA TO NASSAU
Sailing Saturday at 6 P.M. Six day cruise with
day and evening in Nassau. Your . fA
ship your hotel. (One way. SG5 up). ^y ^^
Round trip, stopover privilege, SB5.
Gala entertainment aboard all cruises, dancing,
deck sports, talkies.swimming, etc. No pasepottsl
For full information see






FORTING to light up a
Camel. The fatigue that al-
ways follows keen excite-
ment quickly fades away,
and I feel refreshed and






B.J. ItayoaldiTDb.Co. NfVER GET ON YOUR NERVESI
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THE MERCHANT OF VENICE
It Is pleasant to be able to finish
up one's stormy carter as critic with
a play about which no haish word
could be said. Shakespeare's produc-
tion of The Merchant of Venice. last
Saturday night, was beyond our
feeble praise no matter from what
angle it is studied.
We have seen two professional per-
fomiances of The Merchant o/ Venice
—one by George Ariiss and company,
and one by the Cleveland Playhouse.
Exaggerated as it may seem to those
who were not present Saturday night,
this amateur venture, in our opinion,
outstripped both.
Professional companies are apt to
take Shakespeare's comedies—and
this one in particular—more seriously
than the author perhaps intended.
Though The Merchant of Venice has
its deeply tragic undercurrents, to
emphasize these throughout is to
destroy the graceful charm of the
play and to banish the mood in
which it was written.
Shakespeare society may plead
innocent of these travesties on the
Elizabethan spirit. Perhaps it was the
sheer visual beauty of the produc-
tion, with its riot of rich color
against the simple curtained back-
ground: perhaps it was the fact that
girls in men's roles gave a lightness
and gi'ace which a male cast could
not hope to reproduce; or perhaps
it was the zest and intelligent, sen-
sitive acting of the whole company.
But whatever was the secret of its
charai, no one who saw it can deny
that it was Shakespeare done as the
author himself probably would have
liked to see it.
The performance moved with the
smoothness and precision which one
might expect of a company at the
height of a season on Broadway. The
scene changes were rapid, every
character was line perfect in her
part, and, so far as we could see,
there was not a single hitch during
the entile evening.
We have mentioned the beauty of
it before, but we cannot resist prais-
ing the effectiveness of the costuming
and the staging once more. The
scene in which Jessica elopes with
Lorenzo while the gay carnival-
makers sing an Elizabethan madrigal
was one in particular which left us
breathless with its amazing beauty.
The grouping of the characters, mak-
ing use of the steps at the back of
the stage, was most skillful through-
out, and for this credit goes to Mrs.
Trempf, the director.
As for the acting, it is difficult to
apportion praise among so many ex-
cellent pieces of work. The three
leads were outstanding, and of these,
Barbara Jacobs '35, as Portia, de-
serves the accolade as most success-
ful. Not only did she look her part,
but she made the character much
more human, more intelligible, and
more sprightly that we have ever
seen it before.
We find It hard to estimate the
work of Ellen Pugh, '36. as Shylock.
It is a tremendous role, even for an
experienced actor, and there is none
more often mutilated. But Miss
Pugh caught the dignity, the tragedy
and bitterness, and the color of the
part to an astounding degree. She
read her lines with a great deal of
sensitive understanding of character
and with a great deal of force. When
she missed her mark, it was because
of the impossible limitations of the
part, and we are strongly Inclined to
put her at the top of the list for
acting.
Bassanio was delightfully played
by Elizabeth Creamer '35. As busi-
ness manager of Barn, we are afraid
she has been hiding her acting tal-
ents under a bushel. Other striking
performances were done by Mary
Miller '35 who frolicked madly as
Laimcelot Gobbo, and Eleanor Smith
'36 as the irrepressible Gratlano.
But there was no one who did not do
an acceptable and competent piece of
work, and we wish we could mention
them all.
As we look back on the perform-
ance, it seems almost Incredible that
amateurs could do so well. And as
we are at a loss to know on whom
to bestow the credit, we give It gen-




One of the most distinguished re-
citals ever given in Wellesley was that
of the Verse-Speaking Choir under the
direction of Miss C6cile de Banke. The
choir, composed of nine dark and nine
light voices, interpreted the different
uses to which a choral group may be
put. The members were di'essed in
white nun's robes, which gave great
opportunity for lighting and group-
ing effects.
In the first group, of liturgical
readings, the Dies Irae, given by the
dark voices, and the twenty-fourth
Psalm were perhaps most successful in
the depth of religious feeling they con-
veyed. The grouping and lighting
arrangements of the fiftieth Psalm
were, however, more subtle in their
appeal. The light Christmas song, /
Saw Three Ships Come Sailing, con-
veyed the joy of a Christmas morn-
ing with admirable success.
The Drop of Water, given by the
light voices with Patricia Busey '35 as
soloist, was best received by the audi-
ence among the group representing
the imitative sounds in poetry. The
light voices caught the dripping of
water with the most exquisite delicacy.
Alice Marting '35 and Charlotte Paul
'38 danced to the imitative rhythms of
the third group. Tarantella and
Co7ne down to Kew in Lilac-time were
both charmingly done. The last group,
of dramatic and narrative poetry, fit-
tingly summed up the evening's per-
formance.
The harmony in the voices, the per-
fection of the rhythms, the exquisite
effects of grouping and lighting made
the entire recital one of true mastery.
Congratulations are certainly in order





(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
President Pendleton read the I'sts
of Durant and Wellesley scholars,
honors devised to give recognition to
students who have attained h'gh
academic scholarship; the Phi Beta
Kappa elections: and graduate and
trustee scholarship winners.
Senior Durant Scholars—Class of 1935
Jane W. Badger, Dorothy Belt, Ruth
Bilsky, Ruth Boschwitz. Elise Bristol,
Helen P. Brown, Margot Clark, Ruth
Cortell. Emily R. Denton. Dorothy
Dissell. Betty V. Doyle, Esther Epstein,
Lenore Epstein, Mary E. Prear. Jean
P. Harrington, Martha Hathaway.
Miriam M. Kellner, Bella Kussy, Flor-
ence Lyons, Elizabeth McClIntic, Gert-
rude Mclver, Edith Miller. D. Virginia
Rose, Marjorie E. Shumacker, Mary
Elizabeth Stedman, Ella M. Uhler.
Junior Durant Scholars—Class of 1936
Margaret B. Bailey, Esther Brezner.
Muriel E. Coffin, Esther P. Edwards,
Annette Florence, Dorothy V. Gorrell,
Hester Gray, Olive Hughes, Margaret
B. Knapp, Jane R. Levin, Bernlce Libr
man. Prances McLester, Charlotte L.
Meaker. Katharhie E. Menton, Miriam
Mottsman, Janet K. Sanford, Elma
Van Artsdalen, Nancy Walker.
Senior WeUeslep College Scholars-
Class of 1935
Pauline Aj-kus, Elizabeth L. Billings,
Esther P. Boutcher, Elizabeth Bralnerd.
Janet D. Brown, Doris Carpenter,
Eleanor Carter, Ruth S. Flelschl, Hulda
Pornell, Janet E. Piench, Betty L.
Gelsmer, Mary M. Gibbons, Marjorie
I. Greene, Dorothy P. Harris, Mar-
garet L. Harris, Janet HUslnger, Mary
Houlihan, Elsa S, Jaffln, Sarah Johlin,
Miriam Johnson, Charlotte Jones.
Doris Jones, Genevieve Knupfer, Kath-
arine B. Lake, Margaret Lancaster,
Margaret Lee. Elaine LUley. Dorothy E.
Lobb, Arria G, McGirmiss, Mary J.
Mason. Marjorie Merrltt, Prances E.
Mitchell, Marjorie C. Morris, Eunice L.
Needham. Jean E. Newland, Ruth
Nicholson, Anna-Marie O'Connor,
Phyllis M. Opper. Eleanor Pease,
Jewell M. Peterson, Virginia Peugnet,
Virginia Peyser, Mlcaela Phelan, Ruth
L. Pitcairn, Barbara Porteous, Jane M.
Posner. Eleanor M. Riley, Jeanette
Sayre, Eleanor Schwarz, Nancy P.
Stern, Emily Stetson, Esther H. Swaf-
fleld. Jane L. Taylor. Laura M. Thomas,
Barbara W. Van Wle, Charlotte M.
Wheaton. Allda Wilson, Marlon V.
ZottoU.
Junior Welleslei/ College Scholars-
Class of 1936
Marjorie H. Appelgate, Elaine R.
Bassler, Dorothy Bidwell, Sylvia M.
Bieber, Dorothea Boom, Jean Brownell,
Katherine L. Bryan, Jane Burgess,
Margaret L. Butsch, Virginia Cath-
arine, Anne D. Ooyle, Irma Deltz,
Teresa M. D'Esopo. Margaret S. E^ton,
Estelle V. Edelmann. Olga V. Edmond,
Ruth Ehrlich, Frances G. Emery, Lena
Everett, Margaret Pitz, Elizabeth
Glidden, Pauline Gunjsser, Elthelmay
Kennedy, Mary E. Kermedy, Margaret
Kilbon, J. Virginia Lincoln, Muriel
Millar, Jane Mull, Martha Nichols,
Elizabeth B. Nipps. Dorothy C. Paresky,
Barbara B. Patterson, Gladys Pearl-
man, Gwendolyn Pratt, Janeth Rav-
ner, Ruth P. Russell, Barbara Ryer-
son, Elizabeth G. Simmons, Carol D.
Sleicher, Marjorie G. Smith, Helen L.




Ruth Boschwitz, Ruth E. Cortell,
Lenore A, Epstein. Jean Harrington.
Bella Kussy, Florence I^ons, Eliza-
beth McClintic. Dorothy Virginia Rose.
Ella Uhler.
Elected in March
Jane Badger, Dorothy Belt, Ruth
Bilsky, Elise Bristol, Margot Clark,
Emily Denton, Dorothy Dissell, Betty
Doyle, Mary Prear, Janet French,
Martha Hathaway. Miriam Kellner,
Edith Miller, Eleanor Pease, Charlotte
Wheaton.
Olive Hughes. '36 was awarded the
sophomore prize of the Eta of Massa-
chusetts Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.
Trustee scholarships for graduate
work next year were awarded to Ella
Uhler '35 and Lenore Epstehi '35.
Bella Kussy '35 IS alternate for both.
Miss Uhler plans to spend next year at
John Hopkins university, studyhig in
the School of Medicine: Miss Epstein
will enroll in the School of Social Serv-
ice of the University of Chicago tn
preparation for research with special
consideration of labor conditions. Miss
Kussy will study for her Master's de-
gree in English literature at Columbia
university.
The Alice Freeman Palmer fellow-
ship was awarded to Marjorie Glicks-
man. Wellesley 1931, M. A. RadclltTe
1934, a former editor of the News. She
has studied in the University of
Freiburg, and in the University of
Heidelberg, Germany. She plans fur-
ther study abroad.
The Penny Bullock Workman schol-
arship went to Ruth Whittridge, Wel-
lesley 1929, M. A. Radcliffe 1930. She
will work in Paris on plays published
by AchlUe Jublnal in 1837.
The Horton-Hallowell fellowship was
awarded to Dorothy Good, Wellesley
1927. M. A. 1931. She is now studying
In the London School of Economics and




(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
climates and wide range of raw ma-
terials, its industries the most highly
specialized in the world, and Its supply
of power, labor and capital, is able to
attain a high degree of self-sufficiency.
By reciprocal agreement, necessities
which we lack, such as tungsten,
manganate, sUk and rubber, could be
exchanged for products needed by
foreign markets.
Mr. Pforzhelmer spoke first for the
negative, directing his points against
those Miss Geismer had made. He first
remarked that economic nationalism
would result in political nationalism,
which forms a pressure whose only
outlet is war—the valve always resorted
to. He termed this "splendid isola-
tion" pure retirement into false se-
curity, merely because the problem is a
terrific one. He also stressed the
tremendous readjustments which would
be necessary if our nation were to be-
come self-sufficient: regimentation of
industry, shifts of population, enormous
waste in certain products, or racketeer-
ing of the forbidden exports. Planned
Internationalism was the solution he
offered.
Cross-examination then followed, and
the debate was closed with rebuttals.
The affirmative pointed out the un-
desirability of planned international-
ism if there were to be a giant super-
state dictating conditions for trade,
comjnerce and exchange. It was a
non-decision debate, and the op-
ponents, who previously had become
somewhat heated, concluded on good
terms.
Thealres, shops, and (he goings-
on about town are just a lew
blocks away when you stop at
Hotel Tudor. And it's In Tudor
City, New York's smart residen-
tial communitY. A new hotel
—
600 rooms—all with private bath.
Single rooms $2; double $3.
Special rales by the week.
Two blocks eaal ol Grand Central
304 East 42nd St.
MUrroyHiU 4-3900
Fred F. French Moaa^emeal Co., Inc.
X MARKS THE SPOTof the
WELLESLEY BUSINESS SERVICE
61 Central Street—Tel. Wei. 1045
TYPEWRITERS Mimeo^raphbie
Bought—Sold—Rented—Repaired Multigraphing
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
11:00 A. M. to 7:30 P. M. Sunday, 5:30 to 7:30 P. M.
Tel. WeUesley 1089
BANKING CONVENIENCE
Banks are becoming more and more the
custodians of the funds of the people, of both
large and small means. This is due to a wider
appreciation of the value of banking convenience






Out From Dreams and
Theories
AN INVITATION
The Cooperative school for Student
Teachers in New York City invites
anyone interested to visit the school
on March 28-30, to see their classes
in progress as well as to learn more
of the opportunities offered for train-
ing. The school has an experimental
program, " combining actual practice
in private schools with instruction at
the Cooperative school. Students tak-
ing the training are in demand both
for teaching in elementary schools
and for administrative positions. The
school is located at 61 Bank Street.
New York City. Fuller details may
be obtained at the Personnel bureau.
SUMMER POSITIONS
1. A settlement house In New York
City maintains a summer camp near
Bridgeport, Connecticut. There are
opportunities for counselors for the
season. "Camp offers unusual oppor-
tunities for becoming familiar with
the kind of work done by settle-
ments and very definite training in
group work with children from nur-
sery school age to sixteen years and
work with mothers. A scholarship
to the three-day training course for
counselors and leaders under the aus-
pices of the Childi-en's Welfare
federation is granted to a few ap-
plicants. This course is held over a
week-end late in June. The small
remuneration is based on the quali-
fications of the counselor, varying
from $15 to $45 for the season, in-
cluding maintenance."
2. Camp Weetamoe, the Cambridge
Gii-l Scout camp, at Center Osslpee,
N. H., needs nature, pioneer, handi-
craft, dramatic, and riding counsel-
ors, and an assistant water-front di-
rector, Most of the positions will be
volunteer.
3. Cragged Mountain Farm, a small
summer camp for children from three
to ten years old, will need two or three
assistant counselors for the season of
eight weeks. The director is par-
ticularly interested in girls who have
had child study or experience with
young children.
4. A private camp for girls, situ-
ated on Lake Winnipesaukee, N. H.,
has vacancies for counselors in swim-
ming and athletics, dramatics and
music, and for a head counselor. The
director would like to have gradu-
ates who are twenty-five years old
and who have had teaching experi-
ence in private schools.
Students who are interested in
these positions should apply at the
office of the Personnel bureau at once.
assistant.
Juniors and sophomores who wish
to be considered as candidates should
register with the Personnel Bureau at
once. Registration closes on April 8.
TRANSIENTS' SHELTER TRIP
Another field trip which is coming
immediately after the vacation, on
April 3, is that to the Transients'
Shelter, In Charlestown. The trip was
postponed to make the date more
attractive and possible.
During these depression years, lit-
iContinued on Page 8. Col. 1)
SUMMER JOB AVAILABLE
The Bryn Mawr summer school for
women workers in industry will con-
sider a Wellesley junior or sophomore
as a candidate for the position of
WE SUGGEST ....
New York City
FOR YOUR SPRING VACATION
AT THE
HOTEL BILTMORE
MADISON AVENUE AND 43rd STREET
AT GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL
FOR RESERVATIONS AND RATES WIRE OR WRITE





From one end to the other—never a bitter,
undeveloped top leaf in me. Never a grimy,
tough bottom leaf. I use only the fragrant,
mellow, expensive center leaves. . .the leaves
that give you the mildest, best-tasting
smoke. I do not irritate your throat— that's
why I'm your best friend, day in, day out.
VAMfl
i?g5«*
LUCKIES IJSE OKTLY CENTER LEAVES
I I
CENTfeR LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE
5Ktv"l^ •-%--
T^lai^ lSe/&/i copTTitht laas.The Amurlcui Tabuco Compiny.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
TRANSIENTS' SHELTER TRIP
(Continued from Page 7, Col. 5)
tie has been done for the single man
who Is unemployed, though he may
be without home or relatives to whom
he can turn. The Shelter was es-
tablished as an experiment under the
direction of Miss Marjorie Warren,
well-known in social work fields.
Arrangements remain the same: a
bus will leave the college parking
space at 1:40. The round trip fare
will be 65 cents. Register at the
Personnel Bureau before vacation, if
possible. We must know for how
many to plan transportation.
SPECTATORS ADMIRE
EQUESTRIAN DARING
(Continued )rom Page 1, Col. 3)
Saddle stunts were performed by
M^s. Janet Ingersoll, Barbara Elliot
'35, Mary Yost '36. Elizabeth Kruskal
3&, Virginia GrifTm '38. and Doris
Lodge '35.
Statues on horseback were cflec-
tively represented. The stable was
in darkness, and a light from above
shone on one statue at a time in
the center of the ring. The statues
were:
Buffalo Bill and an Indian
Mary Gibbons '35, and Margaret
Kohn '36
Washington Irving's Headless Horse-
man Selena Knight, G. Hyg.
Appeal to the Great Spirit
Phyllis Opper '35
Pioneer Family
Helen Brown '35, Betty Doyle '35,
Esther Louise Jackson
George Washington Melva Clark '35
Antoinette Sharp '35. Barbara Elliot
35, Melva Clark 'SS. and Virginia
Griffin '38, performed bareback stunts.
After a well-trained drill, the
Roman riders came on to give the
spectators a real thrill. Standing
with one foot on each of their two
horses were Barbara Elliot "35, Melva
Clark '35, Virginia Griffin '38. and
Mary Yost '36. Antoinette Sharp
had three horses and managed to
stand with a foot on each of the
outside horses' backs.
The girls who made up the pyramid
on the backs of three horses were
Elizabeth Kruskal '38. Joe Anne
Withrow '37. Virginia Griffin '38,
Melva Clark '35, Doris Lodge '35,
and Barbara Elliot '35.
A fortune teller revealed the future
during intermissions, and music was
played between the acts and during
each one.
Attention, Seniors!!
Plan to store YOUR CAR with us this spring
A complete and dependable organization equipped to
give you the best
STORAGE—DELIVERY—SERVICE
CHARGE PRIVILEGE
ESSO GAS — OIL — TIRES — GREASING
WASHING
A Convenient Location
Wellesley Colonial Garage, Inc.
Central Street Wellesley Square





































for that better taste
andfragrant aroma
Turkish tobacco leaf is so tiny
that each of these bales contains
from 70 to 80 thousand leaves.
But there's another and greater
difference—Turkish is the most
spicy and aromatic tobacco in the
world.
We have Chesterfield buyers in
all the tobacco markets ofTurkey
and Greece, including Xanthi,
Cavalla, Smyrna and Samsoun.
And when you blend and cross-
blend aromatic Turkish tobacco
with mild ripe home-grown to-
baccos as we do in Chesterfield
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